
Instructions Nijhoffer

A=Container Bag

B=Crane

How to place the Container Bag?

You purchased your container bag, and now what? Here are the
instructions that will guide you how to make use of your new purchase,
and dispose of your waste in the most convenient way. 
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Keep in mind, the container bags need to be accessible for the  lorry
with a loading/gantry crane to pick it up when you are done!

Choose the right spot for your container bag. Once it is filled, it will be too
heavy to move manually. But, what is the right spot?

Place the container bag within 2 meters of the public road with the short
side facing the road. 

Place it away from any obstacle (cars, fences, trees, lampposts etc).

Figure 1: Nijhoffer placement

Do not place it in a garage or under a carport/roof.

Put all your wastes in the bag, anything outside the bag will not be picked
up.

The Nijhoffer should be closable without protruding parts by means of
the attached lid.



When the bag is half full, you can
straighten again, like this 

Instructions Container Bag

How to fill the container bag?
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Now that you are all set, it is time to fill your container bag. Follow our
guidelines to fill in your bag the right way!

Figure 2: Folded sides on the
container bag

Figure 3: Fold the sides back
and fill it up

Remove the bag from the packaging and fold it open

Fold the sides outwards by the loops. The
bag will now remain self-standing open at
half height

It should look like this 

Start filling the Nijhoffer container bag. Do not stack the waste, but
dump it loose in the Nijhoffer to distribute the weight

Use a wheelbarrow and fill your bag
on the short side of the bag flat. It
will be easier at the beginning! 

When you are done filling your bags,  
close the bag by fastening the attached
lid with the loops.


